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Impending Mobile Payments Format War Could Jeopardize 
Privacy and Economic Benefit 

 
New book by industry expert David W. Schropfer explains what Retailers and Consumers must 

demand before adopting new mobile payments products and services. 
 

 
RED BANK, NJ – January 25, 2011.  A new book by mobile payments industry expert David W. 
Schropfer challenges retailers and consumers to demand a new economic value from emerging 
mobile payments providers.  
 
The book: The SmartPhone Wallet – Understanding the Disruption Ahead is the first of its kind 
written for the benefit of consumers and retailers to prepare these groups for the flood of new 
advertising and promotional efforts that are already trying to convince them to choose new mobile 
payments products. These products and services may seem novel, but, as the book warns, the 
mobile payments revolution is far more significant than just these new tools. The future of the 
payment system that moves over $11 Trillion per year from consumers to retailers is at stake – 
and in jeopardy. Some of the largest companies in the world think this system should change, 
starting now. Other, equally large companies think everything should stay the same. 
 
These two sides of this format war are already lining up on a battlefield, with consumers and 
retailers standing in the middle. And the first casualty will be consumer privacy. 
 
“Consumers need to know that mobile payments and mobile loyalty programs will offer them a 
chance to regain their privacy,” said David Schropfer, Partner at the Luciano Group.   
 
“For retailers, mobile payments may represent a chance to cut their credit card fees in half,” 
continued Schropfer.  "The same is true for loyalty and reward programs.  Retailer fees for these 
programs may be significantly reduced by using emerging mobile wallet and mobile payment 
products, such as the type of product that the new company Isis may deliver." 
 
The reduction of these fees is not because mobile payment companies want to survive on thinner 
margins. Instead, these fee reductions will be based on a more efficient infrastructure and 
architecture. According to the book, the industry that handles all of our credit card payments 
today between a retailer and a credit card account was designed in the 1960s. Although this 
industry has taken advantage of technological advancements in communication and computing to 
speed its services, the basic architecture has not changed in almost half a century.  
 
“So, while recent reports predict that mobile payment spending will reach $214 Billion in the US 
by 2015, that figure is highly dependant on the services that dominate the market at that time.  
Our projections reflect spending will be closer to $1 Trillion by 2015 in the US if retailers receive 
lower payment processing fees based on a more efficient system,” said Mr. Schropfer. 
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About David Schropfer 
Author of The Smartphone Wallet – Understanding the Disruption Ahead, David Schropfer is a Mobile 
Payments specialist and a Partner at the Luciano Group. He has been a senior executive in both the 
Telecommunications and Payments (Credit & Debit Card) Industry for almost 20 years. He is a frequent 
contributor to magazine articles and panel discussions around the world, and he speaks regularly at industry 
conferences (including MM&T on January 26. 2011).  See www.thesmartphonewallet.com for more 
information. 
 
About The Luciano Group  
Founded in 2005, The Luciano Group offers strategy and organization consulting services. The company 
serves global telecommunications companies, broadband companies, professional services companies, and 
government entities. The company is based in Red Bank, New Jersey. The Luciano Group is a subsidiary 
International Telecom Strategies and Solutions. www.thelucianogroup.com  
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